HRAA's high-energy team motivates excellence and reimbursement proficiency through customized, hands-on, strategy-focused and in-depth approach to the issues facing hospitals today and preparing them for tomorrow. While increasing profits for healthcare professionals remains a moving target, it’s paramount to focus attention on compliant reimbursement dollars.

• Are you coding correctly?
• Are the charges hitting the bill?
• Are codes ‘falling off’ the bill or deleted by billing staff due to editing problems or a rejection?
• Is the third-party payer correctly processing the claim?
• Are you meeting compliance guidelines for coding, billing, modifiers and medical necessity?

HRAA’S TEAM OF INDUSTRY EXPERTS

• Uncover gaps of reimbursement through incomplete or inaccurate charge master line items
• Improve coding accuracy through better documentation
• Expose system issues which result in ‘orphan codes’ not being sent
• Reveal when codes are being removed by the billing staff or a system problem

HRAA’s Solutions Offer Unparalleled Level of Performance, Support and Knowledge
When the payment differs from what was coded, HRAA’s team peels through layers of issues which may have buried the problem. It may be an inter-departmental problem or a multi-system computer issue. Or these may be an inefficiency with the documentation on the chart. Regardless, the issue is exposed so that the facility can receive their entitled and compliant reimbursement.

HRAA provides accurate and complete ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnoses, which increases reimbursement efficiency and maintains compliance initiatives. Our audits increase quality control, revenue integrity, and prevent hefty fines for inaccurate or over-coding. HRAA provides accurate and complete ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnoses, which increases reimbursement efficiency and maintains compliance initiatives.

AUDITING SERVICES INCLUDE

- Outpatient Revenue Cycle Audits
- Inpatient Revenue Cycle Audits
- CDM Analysis/Update/Reconstruction
- Free Standing Ambulatory Surgery Audits
- ICD-9/ICD-10 Dual Coding Audits
- Customized Hospital Audits

CONTACT US

PHONE
954.472.2340

SALES
818.590.6123

ADDRESS
HRAA
8551 W. Sunrise Blvd. Suite 304
Plantation, FL 33322

EMAIL
Dennis Veasman
Sr. Vice President of Sales
dveasman@hraa.com

ABOUT HRAA

HRAA is a leading provider of revenue integrity technology and services for healthcare organizations across the US, interpreting data to ensure that healthcare is efficient and effective for everyone. Founded in 2001 and based in Plantation, FL, HRAA combines years of industry expertise with best-in-breed technology to create market leading consulting services to improve the healthcare delivery experience for doctors, nurses and patients. HRAA offers the only full suite of solutions needed to keep up with the ever-changing healthcare industry, which include: coding solutions, auditing, education, revenue cycle consulting, and ICD-10 transition solutions. For more information please visit: http://www.hraa.com